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& Security Quick-Wins
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Changes to UK and EU data protection laws are coming into effect on 25th May 2018, known as the 
GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation). Moodle HQ have a set of features now in advanced 
development which will assist in meeting compliance needs for:

• Onboarding of new users
• Privacy statements
• The tracking of consent
• Handling of subject access requests

Whilst downloading and implementing these latest features will help with specific aspects of the new 
regulations, it is also recommended to consider your current system(s) and review what data is being 
collected and who has access to it.

When reviewing your Moodle site there are some key areas to check to ensure only the correct users have 
access to other user data, and other security issues.

Site administrators

Site administrators have permission to do anything in a Moodle site, it is a role primarily intended for 
system configuration including plugin, security and server related settings. A Site administrator account is 
non-configurable, meaning you cannot restrict the permissions. It will always be able to do everything 
in a site.

Most Moodle installations should only need a limited number of Site administrators; the amount will vary 
depending on the organisation but for most organisations a maximum of three should suffice. There 
should certainly always be more than one Site administrator to cope when the other Site administrator is 
unavailable, and a Site administrator account should never be shared.
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Importantly, Site administrators should be competent within their administration role and trusted within 
the organisation. The first piece of advice in your Moodle security review is to check who is set up as an 
administrator and consider if they need to be. To help you decide, review the list below:
An administrator has the capability to:

• Access, modify and delete users
• Delete courses
• Change system configuration
• Make any other user a Site administrator (and remove others)
• Delete plugin data
• Change the appearance and theme of the site
• Prevent user access to the site by putting it into “maintenance mode”

If a colleague needs to create courses or manage users in your site, there are other roles you can give 
them. Giving someone the role of Site administrator to create a course is the equivalent to giving a Trainer 
the key to every room and filing cabinet in your training centre, when all they need is the key to the 
training room!

Standard site-wide roles available in Moodle to manage courses and users are:

What can you do?

1. Check your Site administrators by going to: Site administration>Users>Permissions>Site 
administrators. Do they all need that level of access? Could they have an alternative role?

2. Adopt a best-practice “Principle of least privilege” approach: create yourself a Manager account 
for the day-to-day management of the system, only using a Site administrator account for system 
configuration.

Role Description

Manager Access to all courses and users, with some administrative settings.

Course Creator Creates courses in existing categories, becomes the “Teacher” in the course 
they create.
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Managers

Manager is a pre-defined role that has the most capabilities out of all the configurable roles in Moodle. It 
is there to provide the day-to-day administration of the platform. When assigned at the system level, this 
includes creating and updating courses and categories, updating users and certain administrative tasks.

This role is often given to many users in the system that need to manage users, site settings and courses.

However, assigning this role at the system level should also be treated with caution, as it has a lot of 
default capabilities that can access personal data of users on the system. Some examples include:

• Read all private messages
• Create, modify and delete user accounts
• View all information on a user profile (including hidden fields)
• View the last IP address of a user
• Backup and download courses with user data
• Login as any other user (except Site administrators)

The Manager role also has one other capability by default, which is to manage all roles. This means 
Managers can edit their own role to give themselves extra capabilities. One such capability is “Change site 
configuration” which can give the Manager near-full Site administrator access to the site.

What can you do?

1. Check who is a Site Manager at Site administration>Users>Permissions>Assign system roles
2. Check which capability each role has by viewing the Capability overview report at Site 

administration>Users>Permissions>Capability overview
3. Check the permissions of individual users by going to Site administration>Users>Permissions>Check 

system permissions
4. Prohibit Managers from managing roles at Site administration>Users>Permissions>Define roles
5. Create an Event Monitoring Rule to monitor the event “Role capabilities updated” and receive a 

notification each time they are updated
6. Create a modified “Manager” with any contentious permissions removed and use this in preference 

to the standard Manager role.
7. Consider creating further bespoke roles with very specific permissions for enforcing your “Principle 

of least privilege” approach.
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Security check-list

There are many security settings in Moodle enabling you to fine-tune the level of security you require in 
your organisation. Here we have a quick check-list of data privacy and security settings you should review 
in your own Moodle:

• Check Site Policies: Do you require users to log in to view user pictures?
• Check Site Policies: Do you have a password policy enabled? Is it secure enough?
• Check Site Policies: Do you want profile pictures enabled?
• Check User Default Preferences: Who can see your users e-mail address by default? What is the 

default digest setting for Forum posts? Will users be subscribed when they post to a discussion?
• Check User Profile Fields: Do any custom fields include data that is visible to all, but should be 

hidden?
• Check User Policies: Which fields do you want hidden on a profile? Do you want a user’s e-mail to be 

displayed when viewing reports?
• Check Student role: do you want your students/learners to view the other participants on the course? 

If not, un-tick Allow for “view all participants”.
• Check for any custom roles that may have unnecessary privileges
• Check Security Overview report for any critical or warning status items
• Check Session Handling for how long users can be idle before being logged out
• Check Advanced Features: are Notes and Messaging enabled? Do you want them enabled?

Check all pages for the Online Users block; do you want this information visible?

If you need support in reviewing your site’s security and privacy settings, we can help! Get in touch with 
our friendly team to find out more.


